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Market Cap: 

52-Week Range: 

Beta: 

$28.36 

Leisure/Restaurants 

$1.4B 

$22.72 - $36.73 

1.39 

  Macroeconomic Tailwind for Restaurant Industry 

 Same Store Sales Growth Mixed with Inorganic 

Growth is an Ideal Combination  

 Competitive Advantage in Highly Competitive 

Market 

Company Description:   

 

Sonic Corporation is primarily a franchising corporation of drive in eateries. They currently have 3,526 locations in the 

United States and have been in business for over 60 years. They provide consumers with what is considered to be American 

classics, in hotdogs, burgers and fries. They have a variety of products that range from lunch to dessert and operate in 44 

states across the United States. 
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Thesis 

 

Sonic Corporation has the perfect economic tailwind 

brewing that will propel its revenue growth. GDP 

growth has stabilized, disposable income has increased 

and consumer confidence in the United States 

economy has increased. This situation will generate 

revenue in the form of more traffic in locations and 

more franchisees. In addition, they have seen consistent 

same store sales growth while exhibiting an ability to 

continue opening up new locations. This will continue 

to stabilize their revenue growth going forward. They 

currently operate in a highly saturated and competitive 

market but they have a unique advantage over their 

competitors in the fast food industry.  

Macroeconomic Industry Tailwind 

 

Over the past few years the perfect consumer spending 

storm has been brewing. Growth in GDP has resulted 

in more employment and higher wages for employees, 

increasing the amount of disposable income consumers 

have to spend. Since 2009, the United States has 

recovered greatly from economic recession from 2007 

to 2009. The real growth rate in GDP has consistently 

stayed around 2% since 2009 and indications point to 

that number continuing to hover around the 2% 

growth rate. 

 

GDP growth is a critical statistic in assessing the 

health of a country’s economy. A healthy GDP leads 

to other positive macroeconomic factors such as, 

lower unemployment rates and higher amounts of 

disposable income.  

 
The graph above shows the growth in average real 

disposable income between 2008 and 2015. Real 

disposable income has increased by approximately 

$1,000 since 2013 and will continue to increase into 

2016. Such increases allow consumers to spend more 

money on leisurely items such as dinning out. Another 

crucial macroeconomic factor is the unemployment 

rate within the United States. In 2009, the tail end of 

the recession, unemployment more than doubled from 

where it was in 2007 (4.6% to 9.3%). Since 2009, the 

rate has gradually decreased, reaching the current 

September rate of 5.1%.  

 
The more people that are employed, the more people 

there are to spend money on food in restaurant’s. All 

of these macroeconomic factors have been improving 

over the past few years and caused spikes in consumer 

confidence. 2015 is the first time in United States 

history that spending on dinning out has surpassed 

spending on groceries. 

This trend hints that spending on dining out will 

continue to grow, leaving a revenue growth potential 

for Sonic. Confidence in the market has increased the 

amount of franchises that are opening every year. 
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New store commitments have increased every year as a 

result of the positive macroeconomic outlook. This 

number is expected to increase further and provide 

Sonic with additional revenue growth in the future.  

 

Same Store Sales Growth  
For most fast food style restaurants, revenue growth 

can become dependent on new store sales growth. In 

the case of Sonic Corporation they experienced a mix 

of the two.  

 
Same store sales growth within the fast food industry is 

an important factor in accessing a company’s direction. 

Big companies like Panera and Chipotle have seen their 

same store sales growth drop significantly in the past 

few years. As for Sonic, their same store sales growth 

have been increasing much faster than competitors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sonic is still at in early stage in expansion with only 

3,526 locations. Major consumer states, such as New 

York, only have 8 locations within the state. This leaves 

them a platform for future revenue growth through 

inorganic new stores growth. The combination of same 

store sales growth and inorganic growth will lead to 

consistent revenue growth every year.  

 

Market Overview and Competitive 

Advantage 
The fast food industry has become a highly competitive 

and crowded industry. Demographic switches have 

allowed more fast-casual restaurants to slide into 

positions of higher market share. This is where Sonic 

has an advantage. Sonic is the biggest drive in, old 

school style fast food player. They have the ability to 

play in the normal fast food game with their drive thru 

and seating area but have the same ambiance as fast-

casual restaurants. Their unique operations and lesser 

penetration gives the company a competitive 

advantage. 

 

Valuation  
SONC is currently trading at $28.36 and after a 

conservative return on equity valuation approach, an 

intrinsic value of $32.16 has been calculated. Keeping 

the margins the same as they currently are and 

continuing to keep their operating costs proportionally 

constant. This added with a fast revenue decay projects 

a target price of $34. (Other projections are on the 

attached proforma) 

 

Conclusion 
I am recommending a buy on SONC due to multiple 

factors. There is an ideal macroeconomic tailwind that 

will propel Sonic’s future revenues. With spending on 
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eating out sky rocketing, Sonic will have more in store 

customers and franchisees. In addition, they have 

strong same store sales growth and an ability to 

continue inorganic new stores growth. They also have 

a competitive advantage in the fact of their unique style 

of operation. As a result of all three of those factors I 

expect a target price of $34 and recommend a buy.  
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